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This paper explores the problem of summarizing

professional soccer matches as automatically as

possible using both event-stream data collected

from the field and the content broadcasted on TV.

We have designed an architecture, introducing first

(1) a Multiple Instance Learning method that

considers the sequential dependency among

events and then (2) a hierarchical multimodal

attention layer that grasps the importance of each

event in an action. We evaluate our approach on

matches from two professional European soccer

leagues, showing its capability to identify the best

actions for automatic summarization by comparing

with real summaries made by human operators.
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Figure 1. General schema of our approach

We tackle the similarity of inter-categorical actions

with a Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) approach.

We propose an LSTM network followed by a MIL

Pooling to get the bag representation.

LSTM MIL Pooling

We propose a hierarchical multimodal attention

mechanism that in the first stage learns the

importance of each modality at the event level and in

the second stage learns the importance of each event

inside the action
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Figure 2. Examples of attention in different actions 

learned by our model. Blue and orange represent the 

audio and the metadata respectively.

Table III. Performance comparison of Soccer Baselines

Table II. Performance comparison of Multimodal Attention 

methods

Table I. Performance comparison of Proposal Generation 

methods.


